PRESS RELEASE
Sicily takes flight from Naples Airport
As of 15 June, direct flights from Naples to Trapani and, via Trapani, for the splendid
Mediterranean islands of Pantelleria and Lampedusa
As of 15 June, direct service for Trapani will begin, operated by Avies Air Company and
commercialized by Levriero Fly. Daily flights to the two Mediterranean islands of Pantelleria
(charter flights) and Lampedusa (scheduled flights) will also be offered.
The flights will be operated with 19-seat, Jet Stream 31s by Avies Airlines, in compliance with all
E.U. regulations and JAR (JOINT AVIATION REQUIREMENTS) for scheduled and charter airline
activities.
Flights to and from Trapani will have fares starting as low as € 97.00 (taxes included).
Flight time table to and from Naples as of 15 June, 2009 (Mon. Wed. Fri.) operated by Levriero Fly:
Naples > Trapani
Trapani > Naples
8:45 a.m. 09:55 a.m.
7:00 a.m. 8:10 a.m.
8:55 p.m. 10:05 p.m.
7:15 p.m. 8:25 p.m.
see www.volatrapani.it for flight time tables from Trapnai to Pantelleria and Lampedusa

Levriero Fly* operates from Trapani airport and is specialized in air transport marketing activities
and the development and commercialisation of domestic and international flights in conjunction
with certified airlines operating in compliance with current E.U. regulations.
Reservations can be made at www.volatrapani.it and/or through the sales network of travel
agencies. Call - centre (open from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. and from 3:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. Monday Saturday) and the Info line: 091-8908075-091-8900902 booking@levrierofly.it
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*A Brief Levriero Fly Company Profile: Levriero Lines s.a.s. was established in the 90s as a bus operator for the
commercialisation of domestic and international routes, especially those bound for Malta, Madrid, Dortmund
and Barcelona. Over time, low-cost airlines came into being which made it possible to reach European
destinations inexpensively. Having recognised the potential of this trend and thanks to the experience of
Levriero Lines management in the world of civil aviation and air transport, Levriero Lines aimed to arrive at
solutions which were in keeping with the times. Pursuant to an in-depth, attentive market analysis, a new airline,
“LEVRIERO FLY”, represented by Levriero Lines, was created with the objective of developing and
commercialising new routes, the promotion of air transport marketing activities and the analysis and activation
of new airline and charter routes at competitive prices. The Trapani Birgi Airport was selected as a base or
operations. Within the context of a generalised economic crisis, our company intends to grow and develop by
offering our clientele: safety, reliability, quality and trustworthiness. The Levriero Fly strategy is based upon
non-operative flights from Birgi Trapani airport. Consequently, starting 15 June, the airline will offer daily flights
from the city of Trapani to Naples and to important Sicilian islands such as Lampedusa and Pantelleria.
Additionally, the company is currently in the process of obtaining the necessary authorisations from ENAC and
the Tunisian authorities to operate charter flights between Trapani and Tunis. The objective is to develop a
network of flights to and from the Mediterranean area by offering passengers new routes at competitive prices
through joint operations with Avies airlines.
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